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NOTE: The question paper shall consist of TWO sections Sec. -A. Sec.- Sec.-A sh:li ront i 1t hor ainsH er type questions ot 
Five mark each and student shall be required to attempt anv Five que stion Sec.-B shailntt. T e pe questions ot ten 
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The previous year paper/model paper can be used as a guideline and the linil ing syllabe- sintllte syriollos ed while setting the 
tr. 113 the entire syllbus. 

question paper. 
General Properties of Nuclei: 
Constituents of nucleus and their Intrinsic properties. quantitative fac:s about size. ms, curge density (matter energy). 
binding energy, average binding cnergy and its variation with mass mber, mai: fea:ares of biding energy versus mass 
number curve, N'A plot, angular momentum, parity, magnetic mome:. cicerie momer:s, uc!ear exeites states. 

Nuclear Models: 
(10 Lectures) 

Liquid drop model approach, semi empirical mass formula and significarce of various ms, co:oof nuclear stability. Two 

nucleon separation cnergies, Fermi gas model (degenerate fermion gas. clear syn:y pote i Fermi gas), evidence for 
nuclear shcll structure, nuclear magic numbcrs, basic assumption of shel. model, co::eep: of ir tici, residual interaction, concept 
of nuclear force. (12 Lectures) 
Radioactivity decay: 
(a) Alpha decay: basics of a-decay processes, theory of a- emissio, G:amow factor, Cieig N: aw. a-decay spectroscopy. 

(6) -decay: energy kinematics for-decay, positron cmission, cleero:: capture, nuri ypsis. 
(c) Gamma decay: Gamma rays emission & kinematics, internal conversie:. 

Nuclear Reactions: 
(9 Lectures) 

Types of Reactions, Conservation 1.aws, kincmat1cs of reactio::s. vauc, re:c r, et: eross section, Concept of 

compound and direct reaction, resonance reaction, Coulomb scatterig t R.trtorc searing 

Nuclear Astrophysics: 
Early univcrse, primordial nucleosynthesis (particle nuclear interact:oas), scllar nuclcosyi:csis, cmeept of gamow window, 

heavy clement production: r- and s- process path. 

Interaction of Nuclear Radiation with matter: 

(8 Lectures) 

(5 Lectures) 

Energy loss due to ionization (Bethe- Block formula). cnergy lons leet:ons, (ere:kov radi:io. Camma ray interaction 
through matter, photoclectric effect, Compton scatter1ng. pair proxi, hcutro: i:erciot with ater. 

Detector for Nuclear Radiations: 
(6 Lectures) 

Gas detectors: estimation of clectric ficld, mobility of particle, for i eh (GN Cuter. Basic principle of 
Scintillation Detectors and construction of photo-multiplier tube (PAI). Sen:icondctor !Dertors (S: & tie) for charge particle and 

photon detection (concept of charge carrier and mobility). (6 Lectures) 

Particle Accelerators: 

Accelerator facility available in India: Van-de Graaff generator (Tacem 2cce.erator), I.eCel:"tr, Cyelotron, Synchrotrons. 

(5 Lectures) 

Particle physics: 
Particle interactions; basic features, types of particles and its families. S,ries te. erwS; erergy and momentum, 

angular momentum, parity, baryon number, L.epton number, Isoxpi. Spes 
quantum number and gluons. 

o quark model, color 
(14 Lectures) 

Reference Books 
Introductory nuclear Physics by Kenneth S. Krane (Wiley india Pv:. i.:d. N. 

Concepts of nuclear physics by Bernard L.Cohen. (Tata Mcgraw 98). 

Introduction to the physics of nuclei & particles, R.A.Dunlap. (Therar.\sia, 200):roceior ementary Particles, D. 

Griffith, John Wiley & Sons 

Quarks and Leptons, F. Halzen and A.D.Martin, Wilcy India. New 

Basic ideas and concepts in Nuclear Physics An Introductory Appr.ach by K. ieyuie {OP-*ute of Physics 

Publishing, 2004). 

Radiation detection and measurement, G.F. Knoll (John Wilcy & So:s, 240). 

Theoretical Nuclear Physics, J.M. Blatt & V.F.Weisskopf (1Dov" P I., 99 



(i) Course in outcome: 

.carn t vt state properties of nucleusthe constituents and their properties, mass number and 

atomic .be:, tation between the nass number and thc radius and the mass number, average density, 
range ftree, stration property, stability curve, thc concepts of packing fraction and binding energy, 

binding Crgy er ncleon Vs. mass number graph, cxplanation of fusion and fission from the nature of 

thhe birdi: enery ruph. 

Know a . thhe nuclear models and their roles in explaining the ground state properties of the nucleus-

) the lic drop model, its justifieation so far as the nuclcar propertics are concerned, the semi-empirical 
mass for., (i) the shell model, evidence of shell structure, magic numbers, predictions of ground state 
spin and s. tiecoretical dediuetion of the shell structurc, consistency of the shell structure with the 

Pauli exe. prineiples. 
lcarn abe the process of radioactivity, the radioactive decay law, the cmission ofalpha, beta and gamma 
rays. the perties of the constituents of these rays and the mechanisms of the emissions of these rays, 
cutlines iarw's theory of alpha decay and Pali's theory of beta decay with the neutrino hypothesis, 
the clectr: atre, the fine structure of alpha particle spectrum, the Geiger-Nuttall law, the radioactive 

Serics. 

I.carn the asie üspccts of nuclcar rcactions, the Q-value of such reaction and its derivation from 
conserva: aws, the reaction cross-scctions, the types of nuclear reactions, direct and compound 

nuclear rciis, Rutherford scattering by Coulomb potential. 

L.earn so:::e basic aspects of interaction of nuclear radiation with matter- interaction of gamma ray by 
photocleetrie eitect, Compton scattering and pair production, energy loss due to ionization, Cerenkov 
radiation 

L.carn abvl the detectors of nuclear radiations- the Geiger-Mucller counter, the scintillation counter, the 
photo-1iipiier tube, the solid state and semiconductor detectors. 

The studes are expccted to learm about the principles and basic constructions of particle accelerators 
such as ti:e Van de-Graff generator, cyclotron, betatron and synchrotron. They should know about the 
accclerator iucilitics in India. 

Gain knowieige on the basic aspects of particle Physics the fundamental interactions, elementary and 
composite purticles, the classifications of particles: leptons, hadrons (baryons and mesons), quarks, gauge 
bosons. Te students should know about the quantum numbers of particles: energy, linear momentum, 

angular ::entn, isospin, clectric charge, colour charge, strangeness, lepton numbers, baryon number 
and the coservation laws associated with them. 

21.Broad contents of the coursc 
General pruperties of nuclei 

Nuclear 110dcis 

Radioacti ve iecays 
Nuclear reuetions 
Interactiun o! nuclcar radiatio With matter 
Detectors r nuclcar interaction 

Particle 2ceelerators 
Elementary 1urticles and their properties 

22.Skills to be learned 

Skills to sirecribe and explain the properties of nuclei and derive them from various models of nuclear 
structur. 

lo under stnui, cxplain and derive the various theoretical formulation of nuclear disintegration like a 

decay, eay iund decays. 
1Develos isic understunding of nuclear reactions and decays with help of theoretical formulate and 

laboratory cxperinents. 
Skills to cevelop basie understaunding of the interaction of various nuclear radiation with matter in low 

and hig: vnergy..... 
Ability tu understand, construct and oporate simple detector systems for nuclear radiation and training 
10 work with variwus types of nuclear accelerators. 

Devcloy tzasie knowledge of clementary particles as fundamental constituent of matter, their propertics, 
conservation laws during their interactions with matter. 


